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Cocoa in a Nutshell begins with a complete overview of Cocoa's object classes. It provides developers who may be experienced with other application toolkits the grounding they'll need to start developing Cocoa applications. A complement to Apple's documentation, it is the only reference to the classes, functions, types, constants, protocols, and methods that make up Cocoa's Foundation and Application Kit frameworks, based on the Jaguar release (Mac OS X 10.2).

It's practically impossible to know Cocoa inside and out. There was once a discussion between two programmers about Cocoa's large APIs: one was a veteran Perl programmer, the other a Cocoa programmer. The Perl programmer grumbled about the intimidating and verbose Cocoa APIs, saying there was simply too much to remember. Bemused, the Cocoa programmer retorted: "You don't remember Cocoa; you look it up!"

The point the Cocoa programmer was trying to impress upon the Perl programmer was that understanding [bookmark: cocoaian-PREFACE-1-ITERM-1549]object-oriented programming (OOP) concepts and the architecture of the frameworks is more important than remembering the wordy and numerous method and class names in the Cocoa frameworks.

This book is a compact reference that will hopefully grow worn beside your keyboard. Split into two parts, Cocoa in a Nutshell first provides an overview of the frameworks that focuses on both common programming tasks and how the parts of the framework interact with one another. The second part of the book is an API quick reference that frees you from having to remember method and class names so you can spend more time hacking code. This book covers the Cocoa frameworks—Foundation and Application Kit (AppKit)—as of Mac OS X 10.2 (Jaguar).
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Thinking in LINQ: Harnessing the Power of Functional Programming in .NET ApplicationsApress, 2014

	LINQ represents a paradigm shift for developers used to an imperative/object oriented programming style, because LINQ draws on functional programming principles. Thinking in LINQ addresses the differences between these two by providing a set of succinct recipes arranged in several groups, including:

	
		Basic and...
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Learning VirtualDubPackt Publishing, 2005
VirtualDub is one of the most popular video processing application for Windows. As an Open Source application, it's free, and is constantly updated and expanded by an active community of developers and experts. VirtualDub particularly popular for capturing video from analogue sources such as video tape, cleaning up the image and compressing it...
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Ending Spam: Bayesian Content Filtering and the Art of Statistical Language ClassificationNo Starch Press, 2005
Join author John Zdziarski for a look inside the brilliant minds that have conceived clever new ways to fight spam in all its nefarious forms. This landmark title describes, in-depth, how statistical filtering is being used by next-generation spam filters to identify and filter unwanted messages, how spam filtering works and how language...
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Executive's Guide to Cloud ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Your organization can save and thrive in the cloud with this first non-technical guide to cloud computing for business leaders


	In less than a decade Google, Amazon, and Salesforce.com went from unknown ideas to powerhouse fixtures in the economic landscape; in even less time offerings such as Linkedin, Youtube, Facebook,...
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Creative Blogging: Your First Steps to a Successful BlogApress, 2011

	Creative Blogging shows you how to start blogging for the very first time to express your creativity, reach out and be heard—and even how to make money with your blog!

	

	You'll start at the right place: The beginning!  Learn answers to the most important and popular questions: What is a blog? Do I need a...
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Siege: Trump Under FireSpringer, 2019

	
		Michael Wolff, author of the bombshell bestseller Fire and Fury, once again takes us inside the Trump presidency to reveal a White House under siege.

	
		Just one year into Donald Trump’s term as president, Michael Wolff told the electrifying story of a White House consumed by controversy, chaos, and...
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